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Is summer your favorite season, too?
It’s a time to take advantage of the longer days and our mild coastal weather by
setting out with your dog to exercise and explore one of the many inspiring local
dogwalks and hikes. Need company? Join up with Woofers and Walkers
(www.Woofersandwalkers.Com).

Seeking history and intrigue? Meet a group of canines who share your passion.
The archeology dogs from the Institute of Canine Forensics are “writing the book”
on a whole new field, one that is pushing the limits of canine scent detection.
Broadway hound! For you theater lovers, we introduce you to Piper, a talented dog
who is just starting out her showbiz career.
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Searching for tranquility and enlightenment? Take a “well-versed” Central Coast
dog walk, and after a peaceful hike, head over to the nearby restaurant, Michael’s
on Main in Soquel to enjoy dog-friendly ambiance and a great meal.

Join our online mailing list at
www.coastalcaninemag.com.

You might also enjoy reading our educational articles on proper canine introductions, spinal health for your dog, and natural therapies for common ailments.
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Thanks for sharing your family’s vintage photos with us. We appreciate your letters
and encourage your feedback. For our fall issue we are asking our readers to send in
photos of dogs in costume!
Have fun in the sun and remember to keep your dog cool!

Disclaimer: Coastal Canine is intended for
entertainment purposes only. Please seek
professional assistance from your veterinarian
or qualified dog trainer before implementing
any information acquired within these pages.
Any resources mentioned are provided as
a convenience to our readers; not as an
endorsement.

Carie and Scott Broecker

Coastal Canine is
printed on 10%
recycled paper. All
inks used contain
a percentage of soy
base. Our printer
meets or exceeds all
Federal Resource
Conservation
Recovery Act
(RCRA) Standards.
Our printer is a
certified member

of the Forest
Stewardship Council
(FSC) The FSC
sets high standards
that ensure forestry
is practiced in an
environmentally
responsible, socially
beneficial and
economically
viable way.
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We enjoyed receiving your vintage photos. Thank you
for sharing part of your family’s history with our readers.
More vintage photos can be viewed on our website.
For our fall issue, the theme is “Dogs in Costume.”
Email photos (800x800 pixels minimum)
to photos@coastalcaninemag.com.

Training Corner

INTRODUCTIONS :
“Nice to meet you…
I think…”
By Barbara De Groodt

“In order to really enjoy a dog, one doesn’t
merely try to train him to be semi-human.
The point is to open oneself to the possibility
of becoming partly dog.”

Many times dogs display dislikes by indifference; they will do
this with children, people and other animals. It is their way of
biding their time: “Since you wanted to look at another dog,
I’ll just hang out here. We aren’t actually taking him home,
are we?”

~Edward Hoagland

O

ne day while walking on the beach with your
dog, you stop to watch a couple of dogs playing
together. They chase each other, pull each other
around with a stick, run in the water, and splash
around having a wonderful time. You look down at your dog
and wonder if he is lonely for a dog companion.
You go to the shelter and find who you think would be the
perfect companion. You bring your dog to the shelter to see
what he thinks. It all appears to be good, so you adopt the
new dog. Soon a problem has developed: they don’t seem to
like each other. They may even fight. What went wrong at the
time of the introductions? Possibly nothing, but maybe the
introductions weren’t that great. After all, just because I meet
you at a party doesn’t mean I want you to follow me home
and stay!
Let’s begin with the shelter introductions. Were the dogs
actually engaged with each other or did one seem indifferent?
Did one move away from the other? Did one “protect” you?
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Often you can bring in a new dog and the established dog
is fine, but when it isn’t fine, it really isn’t! They might
fight; you might even have to take one or both to the vet. So
what should you do? Let’s look at several things you can try.
Persistence, patience, and consistency should pay off. If you are
not successful, though, there may be a point when you have
to make some difficult decisions, especially if the dogs are a
danger to each other.
The standard is to have the dogs meet on neutral territory.
This does not mean the dog park or beach that your dog
frequents. Many dogs look at those places as their vacation
homes where an interloper is an interloper and must be dealt
with. Each dog should have a handler. Try to meet somewhere
that you can walk home from. It is best to have a second person
handling one of the dogs. First begin by approaching each
other from across the street. If the interaction is calm, reward
the behavior with great treats and move to the next step. Move
closer and try walking the dogs along side each other, perhaps
with ten feet between them. Now narrow the gap if it’s going
well. Continue to narrow the gap until the dogs are almost

touching while walking side by side. When there appears to be
no tension, walk on home but watch for tension developing
as you near your property. A head halter (Gentle Leader) can
be very helpful during this phase. (You may want to consult a
professional to aid with proper use of the Gentle Leader.)
Don’t leave the dogs unsupervised at any time during the first
couple of days. It may all be fine until one dog looks at the
other’s Kong, and then there’s trouble!
What if in the beginning, you decided another dog was out of
the question, but maybe your dog would enjoy the company of
a cat. If you have a dog with a high prey drive, a cat may not be
a good idea. Cat/dog relationships are twofold: if cats didn’t
run, most dogs wouldn’t chase. You want to introduce the cat
and dog to each other with the dog on a leash, perhaps with
the head halter mentioned earlier.
Don’t just put the cat down in a carrier and let the dog sniff
all around it; this is very stressful for the cat. Put just the empty
cat carrier down and let the dog sniff that. Watch what he
does. Put the cat in a safe room of the house where the dog can
sniff under the door. Do this until the dog seems uninterested.
Then you can put a baby gate up and let them see each other
while still protecting the cat. By now you should have a real

good idea of whether this is going to work or not. In most
cases, if the cat can get away or jump high, the cat may make
the first move towards making friends. Go slowly; let them
tell you when to proceed.
Usually introducing a puppy or kitten is much easier than
another adult. Also, typically male/female interactions are
better than female/female or male/male.
With all introductions, make sure you have some really,
really yummy treats available. Let your dog think, “When a
cat appears, I get boiled chicken. When another dog comes
into the picture, cheese appears.”
Multiple-pet households can and should be pleasurable. If
you run into a tough situation integrating pets, seek the help
of a professional.
Barbara De Groodt is the owner of From the Heart Animal
Behavior Counseling and Dog Training in Salinas, CA and has
been an animal behavior counselor for over 30 years.. From the
Heart is located in Salinas, CA. Barb De Groodt can be contacted
at (831)783-0818 or www.fromtheheart.info

Nikki & Toki

Greenspace
1122 Soquel Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(831) 423-7201 . www.greenspacecompany.com
Greenspace in Santa Cruz is a unique store that carries a wide
variety of earth-friendly home improvement products and
accessories. It is also the daily workplace for two very friendly
canines, Nikki and Toki.
Nikki, a Border Collie/Pitbull mix, has been going to work with
store owner Lydia Corser since being adopted eight years ago. Still suffering with severe separation anxiety when left alone,
Nikki is totally content being at the store and is eager to arrive each morning to see her new best friend and protégé, Toki.
Toki is a fast-growing nine-month old who is sometimes referred to by his dad, Ben Kismitsuka, as a Shepard/Pony mix. On
the way to work, Toki sits up front as Ben’s co-pilot and receives the occasional double take from passersby.
The two dogs are great pals and take full advantage of the large showroom area, romping and wrestling in between naps on
their comfortable beds by the front counter. Both dogs also enjoy going to the beach daily, are great with kids, and are happy
to be nine to fivers.
Is your dog a K9 to 5-er? An official greeter at your place of business? Email us at k9to5@coastalcaninemag.com and we
might just feature your working dog here.
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Rescue Me

Sofie,

The Wonder Dog
By Carie Broecker

I

n January 2007, Sofie, a mutt, was just seven months
old when she was hit by a car in her neighborhood in
Salinas, California. Her pelvis and hips were crushed.
She lingered outside in her yard for almost a week
unable to walk, and barely able to move, other than to drag
herself a few inches at a time with her front legs. Her owners
knew she had been hit. They knew she was suffering. Her
cries and whimpers could not have gone unnoticed. They
chose to ignore her cries for help.
Unfortunately, this level of unwillingness to seek medical
attention for one’s injured animal is not uncommon in our
society. Ultimately, it often comes down to a financial issue.
When someone is barely able to feed his or her own family
and keep up with the rent, the injured dog outside goes
unnoticed. They may reason that, in time, the animal will
heal on her own.
Fortunately for Sofie, a concerned neighbor reported her
condition to the SPCA of Monterey County who sent
a humane officer to the home to investigate. Sofie was
definitely in need of medical attention and her owners
voluntarily surrendered her to the SPCA because of their
inability to pay for veterinary care for her. Failure to provide
8

veterinary care is a crime, and if one does not relinquish the
animal or treat the animal, prosecution will be initiated by
the SPCA.
Even after a week of pain and discomfort, Sofie had a waggy
tail and kisses for everyone she met. She was in need of
orthopedic surgery to repair her hips and pelvis. The surgery
would typically cost close to $4,000, but was performed at a
discount by Dr. Nick Macy at Santa Cruz Veterinary Hospital.
Sofie’s surgery was paid for through the SPCA’s Paws to
Recycle program. The SPCA raises funds for this program by
collecting aluminum can donations, which are then sold to a
recycler. The proceeds are used to pay for medical treatment
for animals that arrive at the SPCA with major medical needs.
Sofie’s story was widely publicized in local papers and on the
local news. Hunter Finnell, who was a news anchor for KION
at the time, reported on Sofie’s story, but it was Hunter’s wife,
Lynn, whose heart went out to Sofie when she first saw her
photo in the paper.
The Finnells were still mourning the loss of their two Golden
Retrievers who had passed away the previous year. They had
actually been looking for a Golden Retriever, but there was

something about Sofie’s face and the look in her eyes that melted Lynn’s
heart. Being a “one-of-a-kind” all-American mutt, Sofie was far from being a
Golden Retriever.
Lynn went to meet Sofie and fell in love. For the second visit, she took the rest of
the family to meet Sofie. Hunter and their two children, Logan and Skyler, were
a bit hesitant because they had their hearts set on another Golden. Once they
met Sofie, how long did it take for them to overcome that hesitation? “About a
minute! Or less,” they tell me.

Dogs
are jumping
to go to

Posh Pets
in
Pacific Grove

With the whole family in agreement, Sofie became “Sofie Finnell” and never
looked back. Shortly after adopting Sofie, they added a Golden Retriever puppy
named Sunny to the family as well. Sofie made a full recovery, and three years
later you would never know all she had been through. She runs and plays and
wrestles with Sunny and loves to go for long walks. Sofie adores every member
of the family and lets them know each day how grateful she is for being given a
second chance.
The Finnell family feels they lucked out even more than Sofie did. The only issue
this family jokingly argues about is, “Who Sofie loves the most.” My guess is Sofie
is an equal opportunity lover! Her becoming part of this family was kismet!
The mission of The SPCA for Monterey County is to assure compassionate and humane
treatment of all animals in the community. Their Paws to Recycle program provides
surgery for severely injured animals, paid for by donated aluminum cans and plastic
bottles. All proceeds from the recycling of donated cans go directly towards Paws to
Recycle to help animals like "Sofie." For more information about the SPCA visit www.
spcamc.org.
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PRICES
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SELECTION
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BRING THIS AD IN FOR

30% OFF
not good with other discounts
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ONE
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Weekly low cost VIP Vaccine
Clinic every Saturday 12:30-1:30.
Great prices on Advantage,
Frontline and more…

Posh Pets

LOCALLY OWNED SINCE 1996
M-F 10-7 • Sat 10-5:30 • Sun 12-5
160 Fountain Ave • Pacific Grove
831-375-7387 • poshpetspg.com
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Central Coast Dog Walks

Land of
Medicine Buddha
by Whitney Wilde

C

hinese Buddhists from the seventh century argued
whether dogs have Buddha-nature or will suffer
endless rounds of karmic rebirth. It was finally
decided that ALL sentient beings have Buddhanature… and all sentient beings will enjoy the “8 Verses
Pilgrimage Trail” at the Land of Medicine Buddha. It is a trail
of changes: in landscape, in temperature and, possibly
in insight.

statue of the only female Buddha: Kwan Yin, the Goddess of
Compassion. We always leave her some new beads, an offering
to her peaceful beauty.
Back on the trail, keep your eyes open for the koi pond (known
as the raccoon sushi bar in my yard). We come to the first
of the verses; each is equipped with a bench for sitting and
meditating on the meaning. Each sign has the original Tibetan
Dharma quote followed by a commentary by the Dalai Lama.

My group, Woofers & Walkers, is excited to walk someplace
they didn’t previously know… like New World
We come to a fork in the path and a sign: to the
explorers. We start at the large Wish Fulfilling Temple
left is the Enchanted Forest, and to the right is
in the upper parking lot. Take a moment to go inside
LMB (Land of Medicine Buddha). We go left and
to view the large gold Buddha and
suddenly find ourselves deep in
the amazing brightly-hued paintings
the lush, green redwood forest – a
covering the walls with tales of
sneaky way into Nisene Marks
Buddha lives: Buddhas swimming
State Park. It is about 20 degrees
in pools, dancing, playing sports,
cooler in here. While this main
“A dog is not considered a good dog
marrying, giving birth, as well as the
trail is part of a six-mile loop to
eight Medicine Buddhas. Around
the top of a mountain, there is a
because he is a good barker.
the perimeter are small stupas
cutoff to the right that takes us
A man is not considered a good man
containing the ashes of loved ones.
to a forest memorial in a fallen
because he is a good talker.”
Dogs and shoes are not allowed in
redwood. There are all sorts of
the shrine.
offerings people have left here:
- Buddha
a photo of a much loved dog,
To get to the 8 Verses Trail, GiGi (my
buttons that say “dream” and
Belgian Malinois) and I lead the group back down the road to
“inspire,” candles, beads, Buddhas, etc.
the dirt cutoff that is the beginning of the 8 Verses Loop Trail.
On our left is a large stupa – a knobby-looking monument
This path continues… you are deep in cool, green ferns with
containing Buddhist remains or relics. This is the first of
the sound of the creek surrounding you. Climb over and duck
100,000 stupas to be built here to bring peace and happiness
under fallen trees until finally, you just can’t go any further
to the world. The landscape is oak trees, berry bushes,
because the trail becomes too difficult. We turn around and
columbine flowers and wild grass. On a sunny day it can get
enjoy the walk back to LMB.
pretty hot here – be sure to bring your own water.
We emerge from the forest back on the 8 Verses Loop to
Just past the stupa, off to the right, is a large yurt next to a
periodically stop to read the verses. After the eighth verse,
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there is a small
shrine to St.
Francis, patron
saint of animals.
The trail opens out
to a road and we
follow it down to
an area that has a
large Buddha, a
medicine wheel, and
gongs. Don’t resist
the urge to “bong
the gongs.” The
sound is rich with
a low vibration… a
peaceful humming
through your body.
Around the Buddha
are small bowls of water – these are OFFERINGS, not dog
bowls! These offerings of water will bring the giver a calm
mind, beautiful speech, good digestion, purification of negative
karma and more.
From here, we hike back up the paved road to where
we parked.

incense, personal mementos as offerings to leave at the many
shrines here. Bringing incense will bring pleasant smells,
flowers allow you to see the beauty in others, candles will
make your mind clear during meditation, etc.
The 8 Verses Loop Trail is open to the public (and their
well-behaved, leashed dogs) during daylight hours. As this is
a meditation retreat, please keep your dogs quiet and under
control at all times. Namaste!
Directions: To get to Medicine Buddha: Take Main Street in Soquel
towards the hills. At the Y in the road, keep to the right on Glen
Haven Road. Within a mile, go right on Prescott Road.
At the end of the road, go left towards Medicine Buddha to what
appears to be a dead end with Tara Redwood School on your right.
Look for the ONE WAY” sign on a small road going upwards.
To get to the Trail of 8 Verses: At the top of this small, one-way
road, you will see a giant prayer wheel. Make a hard left and keep
going upwards, past a dirt road on your right. At the end of this
road is a parking lot with a colorful temple. From here, you will
have to walk back down to the dirt road to start the 8 Verses
Loop Trail.

The first time GiGi and I hiked the 8 Verses Loop, I was
having some turmoil in the dog-eat-dog world of dog people.
Reading the verses, I came to the understanding that I should
love everyone (an understanding that dogs are born with),
even those who have caused me pain, because all of them
have brought me here to this place and taught me something
valuable. Each time I walk it, I have a new insight as to its
meaning. What is your interpretation?
The Land of the Medicine Buddha is a little gem hidden away
in the hills outside of the small town of Soquel in Santa Cruz
County. Be sure to bring beads, candles, photos, flowers,

In Memory of Sunshine Broecker
July 26, 1994 – July 6, 2010
Z
Sunshine is our baby girl, and we will miss her dearly. She was
the light of our lives. First spotted at three months old with a
waggy tail and big ears in Kennel #1 at the SPCA for Monterey
County, we brought her home, and she filled our hearts and
lives with joy every day since. She traveled by van back and forth
across and around the United States with us covering well over
25,000 miles. We miss our girl and are left with the memory
of her kisses, her boundless energy, and her love for all living
creatures large and small. She lives on in our hearts forever.
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Library Dogs

Lily & Tempe

to one of the dogs, which definitely brings a sense of comfort
and security and takes the pressure off pronouncing every
word correctly.

Dog of the Day
by Carie Broecker

L

ily and Tempe are both therapy dogs certified by
Therapy Dogs International. They are also two of
the most well-read dogs around. Every other Friday
during the school year, either Lily, a Labrador
Retriever, or Tempe, a Doberman Pinscher can be found at the
Carmel Valley Library enjoying a good book.
No, these dogs have not learned to read, but they are part of
an innovative approach to motivating children to become
better, more confident readers. Libraries and schools across
the country are using therapy dogs to help make reading fun
and enjoyable for children.
As part of the Monterey County Free Library’s After-School
Homework Center Program, Tempe and Lily add an element
of fun to the afternoon and help put the children at ease while
they practice their reading skills.
When the dogs arrive, the children turn away from their
computers immediately and take turns greeting the dogs with
hugs, kisses, and pets. When it’s time to start reading, the
children hush quickly in anticipation of getting started. The
children take turns reading out loud while snuggled up next
12

In an era when children spend much of their time with
computer games and electronic devices, it is heartening to
know that something as simple as bringing a gentle dog into
a room can grab their attention and encourage the children
to read out loud to the dog and to each other. Children look
forward to their turn to read, and a camaraderie develops
amongst the group so the children encourage and support
each other. How does this happen? Why does this happen?
We live in a competitive society, but when these youngsters
start sharing time with a dog, the dog’s calm, unconditionally
loving, nonjudgmental attitude serves as a model for the
children. The dogs don’t care if you stumble over some words
or mispronounce a word. Sitting with a book in one hand and
petting Lily or Tempe with the other brings a sense of comfort.
Children that read to dogs tend to read more often and
frequently begin to choose more difficult books to read.

“Outside of a dog, there is nothing better than
a good book. Inside of a dog, it’s too dark to read!
- Mark Twain
According to the website, www.librarydogs.com, “In 2006
several dogs and their handlers in a suburban Minnesota town
participated in a pilot project called PAWSitive Readers.
After reading
to the dogs
just once a
week for seven
weeks, 10 of
the 14 children
improved their
reading scores
at least one
grade level.”
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Carmel Valley Library’s “Tails and Tales” program started just over two years
ago when Cindy Thatcher, a school teacher and guardian of Lily, the therapy
dog, approached Jennifer Smith, the supervising librarian, with the idea of
bringing Lily to the library as part of a children’s reading program. Soon
thereafter, Patti Neil, a part-time employee at the library, volunteered to bring
her therapy dog, Tempe, to read with the children as well.
Tempe and Lily both have exceptional personalities that were apparent to their
guardians from the time they were small pups. They both have an affinity
for people, especially children. And both have an innate instinct for soothing
whomever they are with.
The program quickly became very popular and has since been incorporated into
the library’s Homework Center Program. Children from third through seventh
grades go to the library after school to get help with their homework. All week
the children look forward to Fridays, the day that either Tempe or Lily will
arrive for the reading hour.
Some key elements about the program are that the children get to choose what
book they read. That makes a big difference for them. Children like to have
choices and feel like they are in control.
Also, the children get to pick out a book to take home to keep. These books are
provided by a grant from the Carmel Valley Kiwanis Club.
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Learning to love to read helps children grow up to be lifelong readers, which
increases their comprehension, and improves their analytical skills. Thank you
Lily and Tempe for encouraging the next generation to thrive!
The Castroville Library located at 11266 Merritt Street also has a therapy dog
reading hour every Saturday morning at 11:00 AM. Unfortunately, Carmel-ByThe-Sea’s Harrison Memorial Library discontinued their library dog program
this year due to insurance concerns. We could not locate any library dog
programs in Santa Cruz County. If you know of one, let us know!
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By Carie Broecker

R

hea, a Border Collie, works with her head down,
nose almost touching the ground, sniffing,
concentrating, and analyzing what she is smelling.
Her work is slow and methodical. When she
recognizes the scent she is searching for, she will lie
down, alerting her handler that there are bones, teeth, or
decomposed human remains buried in the earth below her.
Rhea is one of only a handful of dogs in the world trained
and certified exclusively to detect historical human remains.
Her resume is impressive, including searches of the Nez Perce
Indian burial grounds in Kansas, locating a mass grave in the
Czech Republic from 1860 Napoleon Vs. Prussians, locating
the unmarked grave of a fur trapper from the mid-1800s along
the Lewis and Clark Trail in Montana, and finding unmarked
graves for the Washoe and Me-Wuk tribes.
Using dogs to help detect historical human remains is a rather
new concept, one which may change the field of modern
archeology. There are only eighteen dogs in the world certified
in Historical Human Remains Detection. The dogs that seem
to be most successful at this very specialized line of work are
those with longer noses due to the greater number of smell
receptors, a strong work ethic, and an over-the-top desire to
please. It can take as many as two or three years of intense
training with a patient handler to get a dog to the point of
passing certification. Most of the dogs start their training as
young puppies, imprinting on the scent of human bones and
teeth when they are just weeks old.
Rhea is certified by the Institute for Canine Forensics (ICF),
a non-profit organization based in Woodside, California.
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ICF was founded by Adela Morris, who became interested in
search and rescue in 1989 after seeing dogs working in Mexico
City following a major earthquake. She has since trained with
six of her own dogs that became certified in live search and
rescue, Human Remains Detection (HRD) and, more recently,
in Historical Human Remains Detection (HHRD). Adela
loved searching for live lost people but became fascinated
with solving crimes, which led her to specialize in HRD. She
worked on numerous cold cases with her dogs and successfully
helped find valuable evidence at crime scenes.
In 1995, Adela had the idea to take her dog, Cholla, to an old
cemetery to see if she would alert on very old human remains.
Many of the graves in the cemetery were from 1906, and
Cholla began alerting on them! Adela was astonished, and
that was the birth of Historical Human Remains Detection.
Adela began training her dogs exclusively in HHRD. The
limits of what these dogs are capable of are still unknown. So
far they have been able to detect historical human remains
as far down as nine feet and as old as two thousand years,
although the majority of the finds are no more than four feet
down and one hundred to five hundred years old.
Adela and her team of dog handlers are also researching and
documenting what conditions are ideal for HHRD work.
Cool, moist conditions are best, but dogs can acclimate to
working in hot, dry conditions if necessary. Working with
loose soil is easier than working in dense clay. The handlers
keep track of the ground temperature, which can reach well
over 100 degrees on a warm day. Higher temperatures are

harder on the dogs, but more water, rest, and shorter search sessions keep them
fresh in tough conditions. Adela has also discovered how scent travels. Scent
from decomposing bodies can travel “down stream” like water and can “pool” up
around barriers such as trees.
With the help of anthropologist, Dr. Lorna Pierce, Adela was introduced to
several archeologists. Adela and her dogs were able to document their value to
the archeologists and are gaining warranted respect in their field. Research is an
important aspect of their work. The field is in its infancy, but they are already
participating in studies using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), which doublechecks where the dogs have alerted.
Training these dogs to this level of expertise is a full-time job. Adela and her
team of handlers train with their dogs three days a week as a group and then
at least one other day a week individually. The group trainings take place in
locations all over the Bay Area. Adela or another member of the team sets up
searches by hiding bones and teeth just below the ground. The handlers are not
aware of where the items have been hidden, so they do not inadvertently give
nonverbal cues to their dogs regarding where to alert. When they alert correctly,
they get rewarded with a special toy. Training is always done with positive
reinforcement techniques.
This is an exciting new field utilizing the amazing abilities of canine scent
detection and the willingness of canines to work with and for humans.
Other notable ICF archeological projects include: WWII Dive-bomber Crash
Site in Watsonville, California; Bayley House Family Plot (1896) in Pilot
Hill, California; Boca Cemetery (1866) in Truckee, California; Donner Party
Campsite Search in Alder Creek, California;
The Institute for Canine Forensics is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to
promote and elevate professionalism in the use of specially trained canines for forensic
evidence and human remains detection. Their research provides needed information on
canine olfactory capabilities in relation to forensic evidence investigations. For more
information or to make a donation visit www.k9forensic.org.

There are only a handful of dogs in the world certified in Historical Human Remains Detection.
Coastal Canine watched eleven of the dogs and their handlers train in Northern California.
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that affect
the first line of
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defense.
resolved using
One common
natural remedies
ailment from
and allowing time
which dogs suffer
for the body to
is a hematoma,
heal itself. The
or blood blister.
immune system
Hematomas
is very intricate,
usually occur
with millions of cells
after a lot of ear
that are designed
scratching and
to recognize
head shaking.
by
Dr.
Annette
Richmond
abnormalities and
Often the primary
initiate a healing response. This healing response is a
cause is an ear infection, or itchy skin around the ear.
cascade of events that occur quickly. However, the
The way many veterinarians treat this is to anesthetize
actual healing process takes time. Our fast-paced
the dog and then suture the two parts of the earflap
culture demands immediate health, and therefore it
together. Some dogs require multiple surgeries on
is common that the medical profession doesn’t allow
the same ear, or risk having both ears affected. I have
time for healing. With the correct supportive suppleeven heard of some veterinarians offering to remove
ments and tincture of time, the body can resolve
an ear due to recurrent hematomas! There is a way to
many ailments.
successfully treat hematomas more gently and without
anesthesia. The process includes removing the fluid
Often by using modern medicines, we hinder the
that has built up and then injecting a solution that
natural healing process. For example, antibiotics can
includes essential oils. Herbal anti-inflammatories are
adversely affect the immune system by taking over its
also prescribed. This treatment is done several times
function and by destroying healthy bacteria that are
per week, and owners can be taught how to do the
crucial to the body’s defense against viruses, bacteria,
treatments themselves. The process often lasts several
and other pathogens. Steroids are designed to suppress weeks, but it is a wonderful alternative to the more
the immune system and may allow other infections
taxing surgery.
to occur. Though there are specific times to use these

Natural Remedies
for Common Ailments
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Emotional problems for animals are also common, including separation
anxiety, fear of new places or travel, or difficulty adjusting to changes in
environment. Flower essences, essential oils, and herbal remedies all have
the ability to calm animals in these situations. The English physician, Dr.
Bach, first discovered that flower essences or combinations of flower
extracts helped humans resolve emotional disorders like depression,
anxiety, despair, and shock. This knowledge has been applied to help
heal animals, and these safe and natural products are now available for
our pets. Essential oils can be used in a diffuser, or in very small amounts
topically, but it is best to receive advice about them first, as some animals
can be quite sensitive to them. Herbal combinations like valerian and
tryptophan can also help anxious or stressed pets.
There are many natural remedies that can be used to help heal skin
disorders. Common problems include itchy skin, which can be caused
by allergies due to food and environmental factors, and skin infections.
Sometimes a drastic diet change to an all- natural diet with no
preservatives can reduce the severity of the problem. Essential oils can
be used in hypoallergenic shampoos or as a spray or scrubbing solution to
ease itchiness and resolve infections. There are also dietary supplements
such as fish oils, antioxidants, and natural anti-inflammatories, which can
help heal skin problems. Acupuncture can support the immune system
and reduce inflammation. Many different Chinese herbs soothe itchy or
inflamed skin as well. Some well-known treatments we use on ourselves,
like aloe vera gel and calendula, can also help our canine companions.
Another common disorder for dogs is the occurrence of acral lick
granulomas, wounds that dogs lick at incessantly and don’t allow to
heal. They are usually found on the legs or other easy-to-reach spots.
This disorder can be frustrating to treat with modern medicine, where
steroids are usually used orally and topically. Several natural remedies
have proven to be very effective, including laser therapy, acupuncture,
and essential oil treatments. The goal of these treatments is to reduce
inflammation and improve circulation, thereby allowing the body to
heal itself.
Before using pharmaceuticals that may have adverse effects on our pets,
it is important to remember that there are healthier alternatives that give
the body time to heal itself from within.
Dr. Annette Richmond is a doctor of veterinary medicine, earning her
degree from UC Davis in 1997. Dr. Richmond uses many natural remedies
on a daily basis in her practice, including: Chinese and western herbs,
acupuncture, laser, dietary changes, nutraceutical supplements, essential
oils, and flower essences. Natural Veterinary Therapy is located at
510 Lighthouse Avenue in downtown Pacific Grove and can be reached
at 831-655-0501 or www.naturalveterinarytherapy.com.
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Spinal Health

surgery (like disk rupture) have an excellent success rate if
treated early. Most procedures are designed to remove the
compression on the spinal cord by removing a small window
of surrounding bone of the spinal column. Most pets regain
function quickly but may require several days of recovery in
the hospital before discharge.

Photo Courtesy of Cori Troiani

by Dr. Greg Marsolais, DVM, MS, Diplomate ACVS

Lulu is a ten-year-old Corgi who developed symptoms of degenerative myelopathy when
she was eight. She sees a holistic vet regularly and swims several times a week. She lives an
active, joyous, pain-free life with the help of her devoted family and her wheels.

T

he central nervous system is made up of the brain
and spinal cord. Large nerves exit the central
nervous system to supply tone to muscles, which
allow us (and our furry friends) to play Frisbee
on the beach, eat treats, and participate in the daily activities
of life. Although most people know how to help their pets
stay fit and trim, few know how to keep the central nervous
system healthy, or what to do when things go wrong.
First, it is important to acknowledge that brain and spinal
disease happens. There are a wide array of diseases that
can affect the brain and spinal cord. These can include
degenerative conditions due to aging, ruptured disks,
infections, or cancer. Early signs may include a change in the
way that a pet walks, barks, or responds. Some conditions are
so painful that many pets refuse their normal daily activities.
As clinical signs progress, a pet may lose the ability to stand
and walk.
Second, early intervention is the key to successful treatment
of brain and spinal cord disease. If you sense your pet is
losing the ability to walk, or is demonstrating behavior that
is not typical, consult your veterinarian. If your veterinarian
believes your pet has brain or spinal cord disease, you will
likely be referred to a specialist for treatment.
Diagnosis of brain or spinal cord disease requires advanced
imaging studies, such as an MRI, myelograms, or CT scans.
Although certain diseases are treated with medications,
others may require surgery. Generally, diseases that require
18

Finally, after surgery, pets require rehabilitation and rest
at home. Massage and range-of-motion exercises are the
hallmarks of rehabilitation. At home, your pet should be
kept clean and dry, and comfortable on soft bedding. Tender
loving care (“TLC”) is the most important part of recovery.
Once your pet has recovered, it is important to maintain the
health of the spine and brain by keeping your pet’s body
weight low and providing regular exercise.
Certain diseases follow a slow degenerative process. Most
therapy is focused on keeping the remaining normal spinal
cord tissue healthy through activity. The old adage “use it or
lose it” is especially true for these patients. One of the most
exciting new areas of veterinary medicine is rehabilitation.
Non-traditional rehabilitation therapies such as laser and
ultrasound treatments, aquatherapy, and acupuncture are
gaining in popularity.
Unfortunately, some pets do not regain complete function
after surgery and may remain unable to walk, or even to
urinate and defecate. Quality of life should be assessed for
these pets. If your pet is comfortable, yet unable to walk,
a cart should be
considered. Many
pets are able to
enjoy quality of
life with the aid of
a cart to enhance
mobility.
Dr. Greg Marsolais
is a Doctor of
Veterinary Medicine
and a Diplomate
of the American
College of Veterinary
Surgeons. He founded
Pet Surgeons, Inc. and
Pet Specialists, Inc.
in 2008 and provides
surgical expertise to
the veterinarians of the
Monterey Peninsula
and surrounding
communities. He
is available to
answer questions at
gsmarsolais@gmail.
com.

By Scott Broecker

T

he audience files in, filling the seats
of Monterey Peninsula College’s
Morgan Stock Stage. Tonight's show
is the Monterey Theater Company’s
sold-out performance of Cole Porter’s
“Anything Goes,” a musical comedy that takes
place aboard a luxury liner sailing to London.
Waiting behind the curtain, in great anticipation,
is a little red-haired girl named Piper who will
be making her first big stage appearance.
The house lights dim, signaling the start of the show. Tucked

Prior to the show, one-and-a-half year old Piper, a ten-and-ahalf-pound Terrier, Min Pin, Chihuahua, Italian Greyhound
mix, had little exposure to kids and was very afraid in their

presence. It took three rehearsals with both of the kids, Katee
and Tanner, offering up a tasty treat upon every encounter, to
slowly get Piper over her fear. During the scene, Piper tows

Lanier over to greet the two kids, and Lanier hands them each
a treat to give Piper. The ship’s photographer recognizes a

cute scene when he sees one and proceeds to set up his large
format camera to capture the kids adoring the dog. The ship

sets sail, and with Lanier’s help, Piper waves good-bye to the
kids as the scene closes.

in her kneeling mom’s arms, Piper is gently massaged behind

Back in January of this year Lanier first approached director

they all remain quietly frozen while awaiting their cue. As

Piper in the show. Walt, having worked with dogs numerous

her ears to keep her relaxed. Along with a dozen other actors,

the curtain rises to the three-quarter mark, the actors spring to
life and the stage comes alive. The band, located on the upper
deck, kicks into its first jazz number. Piper eagerly pulls her
mom, Lanier, from stage left to center stage to greet two of
the kid passengers who are also aboard the S.S. American
cruise ship.

and local legend, Walt de Faria, with the idea of having

times in other shows, liked the idea but needed to be assured
that it would work out well. After seeing Piper’s short, but
impressive resume, and also her impeccable down/stay,

Walt was satisfied that his biggest concern had been met,

which was having Piper backstage on her own during the

numerous times Lanier would go on stage without her. This
19

would be put to the test unexpectedly in show three, act one.

these rehearsals, while mom was practicing her lines and

side stage area to put Piper in her crate. Leading her in, she

entertained. When not practicing for her own part, Piper

After one of Piper’s scenes, Lanier headed into the darkened
placed Piper’s treat at the front of the crate before closing

the door. Lanier went back on stage and performed her tap

dance number. When she returned backstage to get Piper, she
was surprised to find Piper outside of her crate sitting there
patiently with the crate door still shut! Piper knew to stay

even while hearing Lanier’s voice across the stage from her.

could be found playing fetch across the stage, army crawling

to scratch her belly on the lobby carpet, meeting and greeting
cast members, or chasing the broom around while the stage
manager swept. With all that rehearsing, Piper grew so

comfortable that it hardly fazed her on opening night when

the rising curtain revealed a large crowd looking back at her.

Since adopting Piper from Monterey County Animal

For three straight weekends, including an added Thursday

a background and degree in exotic-animal training, has

barks were soft ones (boofs) at the start of the first three

Services at sixteen-weeks-old, Lanier Fairchild, who has
worked continuously with Piper, teaching her twenty-five
different hand and verbal signals to date. With Lanier’s

passion for theater, it seemed natural to get Piper involved
in the play. Leading up to the show’s opening was a long

series of rehearsals, six nights a week for ten weeks. During
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learning to tap dance, Piper found many ways to keep herself

night, Piper performed flawlessly in twelve shows. Her only
shows and occasionally during one scene in which passengers
react with gasps to another passenger’s behavior, slightly
upsetting Piper.

Up until that point in the play, Piper has gone au natural or

As the last song ends and the stage goes dark, Lanier

runs offstage and scoops up Piper, the curtain drops, and
they race back to center stage to join the cast for final

bows. The actors form three rows: passengers, sailors

and sailorettes, and supporting and lead actors. Within
seconds, the curtain rises back up and there is Piper in

without a costume, but just before the final scene known
as the “Anything Goes Grand Finale,” Piper is secretly
dressed in a special outfit just offstage and seated on a

small stool. Lanier signals her to stay and takes the stage
for the final two songs.

Pacific
Veterinary
Specialists
& Emergency
Service

1980 41st Avenue
Capitola, CA 95010
www.pvses.com

Lanier’s arms, now an honorary sailorette dressed in blue
and white stripes to match her fellow actors. With much

applause the cast links hands and paws as they bow with
a wow!

Is happy to offer you our new

Travel Nurse &
Pet Transport
email: pacifictravelnurse@pacbell.net
SPECIALTY SERVICES

(831) 476–2584
Monday-Friday

8am-5pm

EMERGENCY SERVICES

(831) 476–0667

Evenings, Weekends & Holidays

Our skilled veterinary nurse will provide
medical care for your pet in your home.
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Canines in
Cayucos

Traveling Canine

Photo courtesy of Michael "Mike" L. Baird, flickr.bairdphotos.com

By Sharon Miller

C
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ayucos, California, the dog-friendly little town
with a funny name, is a great family getaway
destination, located just 160 miles south of
Monterey. The main draw is its miles of whitesand beaches, but it also offers history, murals, restaurants, a
brand-new dog park, and festivals almost every weekend.

Monterey Bay. There are lifeguards on duty during the
summer, and leashed dogs are welcome on both Cayucos
State Beach, near the pier, and Morro Strand Beach, with
its fabulous views of Morro Rock. The area adjacent to
Toro Creek Road is considered the dog beach by locals and
stretches for about a mile.

Cayucos means “plank canoe” in the language of the
local Chumash people. The town started out as part of a
Mexican land grant, but after English Captain James Cass
built a wharf there, it attracted Swiss-Italian and Portuguese
immigrants, along with gamblers and bootleggers. The
picturesque old 19th century buildings and the fabulous
murals along Ocean and Birch Avenues recall the olden
days. Pick up a walking tour map at the Cayucos Mural
Society or at www.cayucos.org.

A year and a half in the making and thanks to many
dedicated community volunteers Cayucos was happy to cut
the ribbon on May 8th, officially opening their brand new
dog park. The park, located on Ocean Avenue just across
the street from the beach, lies within the larger Norma Rose
Park. It has 7,200 square feet of play area, picnic tables, and
is surrounded by a fence with a security gate. The Cayucos
Lioness Club provides and restocks the park’s Mutt Mitt
dispenser along with twenty-six others around town.

Arthur Frommer has listed Cayucos, population 3,000, as
“one of the coolest small towns in America,” but others
know it as “the last of the California beach towns.”
Cayucos, located between Cambria and Morro Bay in San
Luis Obispo County, enjoys year-round moderate weather,
with the quiet waters of Estero Bay somewhat warmer than

Cass Wharf is a free public fishing pier and a perfect spot
to watch the sunset. The Cayucos Community Art Gallery
sits at the pier’s entrance and features a great variety of local
artwork. Be sure to check out the dolphin statue at the foot
of the pier.

The calendar of special events and festivals for Cayucos is outstanding for such a
small town. For dog lovers, the annual Easter Bonnet Dog Parade in April is the big
event and with the participation of visitors from the surrounding area, this year’s
parade boasted 150 proud pooches, most dressed in their Easter finest including
their custom decorated bonnets. Be sure to check out the year’s calendar at www.
cayucos.org for a complete list of activities, including the woodcarvers show, the
antique street sale, the car show, and the wine & food festival.
Accommodations range from humble motor courts to sumptuous bed and breakfast
lodging. Pet-friendly accommodations include the Dolphin Inn Motel (up to three
dogs of any size, $10 each), Cayucos Shoreline Inn (direct beach access and all
rooms with beach views), and Cayucos Beach Inn (one block from the beach, with a
dog walk and a pet wash area).
Here are some places in town where your doggie pal is welcome to eat with you: Sea
Shanty Restaurant (family style outdoor space), Mustache Pete (Italian cuisine, with
dog water bowls on the covered patio), Old Cayucos Bakery and Deli, and Hoppe’s
Bistro (fine dining on the heated patio). Hoppe’s, by the way, serves a menu ranging
from wild game to vegan, and is located in the beautiful and historic Way Station
Building---- host to the Hearst family while the nearby Hearst Castle was being
built. For more basic fare, there is also a Farmer’s Market at the Cayucos Vet’s Hall
parking lot on Friday mornings where you can pick up local produce and goods.
Luckily, Cayucos offers many opportunities for walking, running on the beach, and
playing at the dog park so you and Fido can work off some of those calories you put
on sampling all the goodies!

Photo courtesy of photoeverywhere.co.uk

Happy trails, or better yet, happy tails!
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Santa Cruz’s Pet-Friendly Pub & Brewery

Great Food
& Full Bar
Large Dog-Friendly
Heated Patio
National & State Award
Winning Beer made on site
Just 2 Blocks from
the beach
Kids welcome
Free wireless DSL
Tuesday Neighborhood Night

www.seabrightbrewer y.com • 519 Seabright Avenue • Santa Cruz • 831.426.2739

party for the paws
Saturday, October 2

Pet Portraits
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4-8pm

Hosted by The Mucky Duck
479 Alvarado Street

Monterey

$25 in Advance

By Scott Broecker

ADMISSION PRICE INCLUDES
FOOD, WINE, ENTERTAINMENT, AUCTION, RAFFLE

w w w . by t h e s e a p e t p h o t o s . c o m
831.372.5169

www.partyforthepaws.com

Tickets Available Online

A Benefit for Animal Friends Rescue Project, Peace of Mind Dog Rescue,
Friends of County Animal Services and Salinas Animal Services

Kayak Dogs
Jody and Nickie tour Santa Cruz harbor with Mom and Dad (Cherie and Rudy Fischer). This Maltese mother and daughter
are quite the active duo. In addition to kayaking, the two might be seen cruising the backstreets of Capitola on one of their
tandem bike rides, taking in the sights with their ivory hair flowing in the breeze as they sit comfortably in the front and back
baskets. They also enjoy sitting in as groupies at all of their parents’ beachfront ukelele gigs!

Canine Events
k
For an up-to-date listing
of canine events on
the central coast, visit
www.coastalcaninemag.com/
calendar.html.

Serving Santa Cruz

FREE EVENTS FOR YOU
& YOUR POOCH!
c Weekly Walk & Yappy Hour
c Doggie Drive-in
c Cafe Canine

www.woofersandwalkers.com
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Dog Friendly
Restaurant & Lodging Directory
Dog-Friendly Restaurants
Monterey County
Carmel
Bistro 211
The Crossroads
(831) 625-3030
Bistro Beaujolais
Carmel Plaza: Mission & Ocean
(831) 624-5600
Carmel’s Bistro Giovanni
5th & San Carlos
(831) 626-6003
da Giovanni
6th & Lincoln
(831) 626-5800
Forge in the Forest
5th & Junipero
(831) 624-2233
Monterey
Café Fina
47 Fisherman’s Wharf
(831) 372-5200
Domenico’s on the Wharf
50 Fisherman’s Wharf
(831) 372-3655
Pacific Grove
First Awakenings
125 Ocean View Boulevard
(831) 372-1125

Santa Cruz County
Aptos
Britannia Arms
8017 Soquel Drive
(831) 688-1233
Surf City Coffee
9105 Soquel Drive
(831) 684-2750
Capitola
Dharma’s
4250 Capitola Road
(831) 462-1717
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Cypress Inn
Lincoln & 7th
(831) 624-3871
Forest Lodge Cottages
Ocean & Torres
(831) 624-7372

Santa Cruz County
Aptos
Apple Lane Inn B&B
6265 Soquel Drive
800-649-8988
Capitola
Capitola Inn
822 Bay Avenue
831-462-3004

Hofsa's House
San Carlos & 4th
(831) 624-2745

Santa Cruz
Bay Front Inn
325 Pacific Avenue
(877) 747-8713

Lamp Lighter Inn
Ocean & Camino Real
(831) 624-7372

Edgewater Beach Motel
525 Second Street
888-809-6767

Seabright Brewery
519 Seabright Avenue
(831) 426-2739

Svendsgaard’s Inn
San Carlos & 4th
(831) 624-1511

Hilton Hotel
6001 La Madrona Drive
831-440-1000

Soquel
Michael’s on Main
2591 South Main Street
(831) 479-9777

The Vagabond’s House Inn
4th & Dolores
(831) 624-7738

Soquel
Blue Spruce Inn Bed and
Breakfast
2815 Main Street
831-464-1137

Santa Cruz
The Crepe Place
1134 Soquel Avenue
(831) 429-6994

Dog Friendly Lodging
Monterey County
Carmel
Carmel Country Inn
Dolores & 3rd
(831) 625-3263
Carmel Fireplace Inn
San Carlos between 4th & 5th
(831) 624-4862

Monterey
Bay Park Hotel
1425 Munras Avenue
(831) 649-1020
Pacific Grove
Bide-A-Wee Inn and Cottages
221 Asilomar Boulevard
(831) 372-2330
Pacific Gardens Inn
701 Asilomar Boulevard
(800) 262-1566

Would you like your dogfriendly business listed here?
Email us at dogfriendly@
coastalcaninemag.com.
For an extensive list of Pet
Friendly Dining and Lodging
visit www.coastalcaninemag.
com/dogfun.html

Tinker was born to be a warm, loving little girl. Due to a life- story none
of us at the Santa Cruz SPCA will ever know, her eyes are almost always
filled with fear, as her mind perceives terrifying possibilities that exist for
her alone. Although she is comfortable with the SPCA staff, when a visitor comes in, Tinker
dives for cover under the nearest desk. It takes time for her to be at ease with people she
doesn’t know. When she’s with her friends, she’s a perfectly normal dog. She loves to
snuggle on a warm lap and give kisses. Tinker is looking for a patient, gentle companion
to adopt her. She will be a loyal friend once you gain her trust. Meet Tinker at 2685
Chanticleer Avenue in Santa Cruz or call 831-465-5000.

Adopt!

Photo courtesy of Positive Vista Photography & Art

Coachman's Inn
San Carlos & 7th
(831) 624-6421

as told to
Whitney Wilde

Michael’s on Main
2591 South Main Street • Soquel, CA
(831) 479-9777 • www.michaelsonmain.net

T

he gazebo on the back patio at
Michael’s on Main is one of my
favorite spots. From there, I can look
down at the creek or watch for squirrels
performing acrobatics in the trees. I like the
fact that I can lie in the sun or the shade
depending upon my mood, and that the
waiters are always good about bringing me
a bowl of water when I arrive.
My nose is going a million scents a minute,
and it’s everything I can do to behave myself.
I almost don’t mind that my humans never
share their food with me. Besides all the forest scents, there are wonderful food smells
coming from the restaurant kitchen… it’s enough to make a poor pooch drown in his
own drool!
My dog mom calls it cutting-edge comfort cuisine. I call it sensory overload.
Today at Sunday brunch, my dog mom has Huevos Rancheros – eggs, rich black beans,
cheese, and a spicy sauce on top of crispy tortillas. Mom’s not sharing, and she is
“wolfing” it down. All around me, I smell garlic fries, crab cakes, sautéed veggies, sweet
potato fries, Correlitos sausage, Kobe beef… yummy!
The food at Michael’s is mainly locally grown and all organic with a creative menu that
changes each season. Last week at dinner, there was pistachio crusted salmon, pork
osso buco in red wine tomato citrus sauce, and spinach & artichoke raviolis.
When I spotted dogs on the bottles, I had high hopes that it was for me. But it was
Wolftrap Red and Dancing Coyote Albarino. Michael’s on Main has an
extensive wine menu, and we’ve even been to Michael’s for special wine
tastings with local wineries.
We stay longer than usual today, enjoying live acoustic music, and my dog mom
enjoyed a dessert of vanilla bean Crème Brulee (crunchy sugar crust on the outside,
creamy custard on the inside). Michael himself comes out from the kitchen to say hi
and give my ears a rub. There are people who say they like dogs, and then there are
dog people… you can always tell the difference. Michael Clark, owner and head chef
of Michael’s, is a dog person. No wonder Michael’s on Main won a Woofy Award for
Favorite Lunch Restaurant!
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Tributes
“Itchy Richie” was adored by his
family and strangers, especially
children. Richie loved walking on
Carmel Beach, hiking, being carried
inside backpacks, and having his
belly rubbed. We love you Richie
and miss you so much!
~Lucy and Janet Jacinto
Liz came to us as a senior retired
racing greyhound three years ago.
We were blessed to have been part
of her journey here on earth. We
miss her sweet face, always there
with a smile, wagging tail and
soft nuzzles, sleep softly treasured
friend.
~Bill & Deirdre

Jake is now running free, no
leashes, no silly crates, no stupid
"commands," no rules, just free as
the wind.
~The Shirk/Heitbrink Family

Alex was a wise and wonderful soul
who loved everyone and everything.
Although he was in our lives for
such a short time he left us with
memories for a lifetime. We miss
him greatly.
- Lisa, Alan and Buddy

Scout, you were such a kind
and gentle soul. We miss our
"old man" walks with you.
We loved you and the time
we spent with you.
~Your walkers,
Jimmy and Darla Smith
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A dog has the soul of
a philosopher. - Plato
Our Grandpa, the esteemed Papito
Ai Maria Cabrone del Raymundo Y
Hombre Viejo, passed on early this
morning in his sleep. After fulfilling
his dream, a night of passion with
Salma Hayek, he had no further
business here & went on to the Great
Nightclub in the Sky, where tequila
flows endlessly & the music of Duke
Ellington never ends. My thanks to
all who have been his good friends
during his past years in the witness
protection program.
~ The Malanowski Family

Gunther we miss you so much.
Pennsylvania to New York, on to
California - great times! Give Sealy
a big kiss for us.
~ The Tyson Family

Daddy, Cesar Millan’s longtime friend
and partner in canine rehabilitation,
was one of the most loyal, balanced,
and influential pit bull ambassadors
the world has ever known. He was
sixteen. (Photo courtesy of Cesar
Millan, Inc.) Make a donation to
Daddy’s Emergency Animal Rescue
Fund (DEAR), which provides
assistance for dogs who are victims
of abuse or violence, man-made
disasters, and large-scale natural
disasters. www.millanfoundation.org/
daddyfun

We invite you to submit your tribute of 20 words or
less for your beloved canine that has crossed over.
Digital submissions only please. 800x800 pixels or
larger. Tributes and photos will be published as space
permits. There is no guarantee that all submissions
will be printed. Please email your tribute and photo
to tributes@coastalcaninemag.com.

Ad Directory
Hey, these are the dog lovers that help make this magazine
possible. Give them lots of support! Your dog will be glad you
did. And don’t forget to tell them you saw it in Coastal Canine!

Carpet Cleaning
Five Star Carpet Care 33

Nonprofits
AFRP Treasure Shop 32
Monterey County Animal Services 38
National Steinbeck Center 29
Peace of Mind Dog Rescue 36
Salinas Animal Services 38
Wild Rescue 32

Contractors
The Renovator 38

Pet Fencing
Invisible Fence 38

Events
Paws for the Cause 24
Poodle Day 25
Steinbeck Festival 29

Photography/Portraits
By The Sea Pet Photos 24

Books/Publications/Media
Fido Friendly 23
When it Reigns, It Pours: Dog Tales 31
Barking Her Way to the Top 35

Grief Support
Hearts & Tails - Deb Keller, MA, MFTI 38
Health & Wellness (For People
Sybille Bautz, Cert Rolfer, PT, CMT 31
Dr. Mary Kay Brewster, M.D. 35
Brian Rector Chiropractic 36
Health & Wellness (For Animals)
Canine Conditioning Center
(Becky Lewis, VT, CCRP) 32
Carmel Holistic Vet Clinic 13
Happy Tails Pet Care 33
My Personal Vet 33
Natural Veterinary Therapy 16, 37
Pacific Veterinary Specialists 20 or 21???
Parkview Veterinary Hospital 36
Santa Cruz Veterinary Hospital 33
Soquel Creek Animal Hospital 30
Dr. Les Waddel Chiropractic 31
Dr. Lynda J. Wells 32
Inns
Carmel Country Inn 30
Coachman’s Inn 30
Hofsas House 30
Svendsgaard’s Inn 29
Internet Products
Animals in Our Hearts 36
Canine Covers 39
Cedar Oil Central 39
Furry Travelers 39
Happy Dog Food 15
Happy Dogs Go Play 39
Pawzitively Perfect Poo Pouch 39
Port-A-Poo 39
Pure Bred Editions 39
Pure Mutt 39
Ruffwear 39
SeatKeeper 39
Doggie Day Care
Doggie Day Care 32
Paws at Play 34
Grooming
Carmel Canines 38
Pet Pal’s Dog and Cat Grooming 32

Pet Sitting & Boarding
All Things Animal 37
Aloha Pet Sitting 11
Cali’s Clubhouse 37
Carmel Pet Sitting Service 31
Carmel Valley Doggy Bed
and Breakfast 32
Comforts of Home 34
Diane Grindol 34
Dogwood Ranch 37
Happy Pets 34
Love Thy Pet Care Services 36
Paws n’ Claws Pet Sitting 38
Spoil ‘em Rotten 34
Restaurants
Café Fina 27
Domenico’s on the Wharf 27
Seabright Brewery 24
Social Clubs
Woofers and Walkers 25
Stores
Highway 68 Pets 35
Posh Pets 9
The Raw Connection 17

Saturday, August 7th
Is Festival Dog Day!
Calling All Charleys! Celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of Steinbeck’s Journey with a
Poodle! This summer, hit the road with your
dog and journey to the 30th annual Steinbeck
Festival in Salinas.
1:30 – Charley Look-Alike Contest
Do you have a Charley look-alike?
Let us be the judge. Open to poodles
and Charley wannabes of all stripes.
Our MCs: Sarah Cruse from Quail
Lodge and Max, her Black Standard
Poodle. Monterey Herald reporter
Mike Hale will pick the winner. Win a
staycation with your pet — a night at the pet-friendly
Hofsas House in Carmel.
2:00 – International Dog Fashion Show
Win prizes for the best internationally dressed dog,
including a $100 gift certiﬁcate to PetCo. (Extra
points awarded for international literary
clues in your dog’s costume.)

Training
All Things Animal 37
Animal Sign 38
Bingo Dog Training 37
Divine K9 35
From The Heart Dog Animal Behavior
Counseling and Training 34
Living With Dogs 35
Monterey Bay Dog Training Club 38
Pam Jackson Dog Training 37
Pawzitively K9 Dog Training 37
Web Design
Happy Tails Web Design 31

Want to be on this list?

Of course you do! To advertise, contact
us at ads@coastalcaninemag.com or
call 831-601-4253.

The National Steinbeck Center
One Main Street, Salinas.
Register your dog by July 31st at (831) 775-4721. Entry
fee is $10.00 per dog for both contests. Hotel nights
subject to availability. Funds beneﬁt the
National Steinbeck Center.
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Enjoy your stay!

casual
elegance

Carmel

Carmel’s Most
Pet Friendly Inn

FOR YOU AND YOUR DOG
OCEAN VIEW • HEATED POOL
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST • WI-FI
OFF-STREET PARKING

www.hofsashouse.com • 800-221-2548

800. 215.6343
carmelcountryinn.com

T THE’S INN
STAY A
SGAARD
SVEND

ly
Ca rmel’ s Ne we st Pe t-Frie nd
s!
on
ati
od
Accomm

g 800.614.7973
Book today by callin sbytheSea.com
nn
w.I
or visit us at ww

COACHMAN’S INN

On San Carlos at 7th • 831 624 6421
www.coachmansinn.com

Make an Appointment Today!

831.476.1515

Caring People...
Caring for Pets

Soquel Creek Animal Hospital is a full service companion animal
practice located in “Sunny” Soquel and serving Santa Cruz County.
At Soquel Creek Animal Hospital we promise to provide your pet
with the highest quality of individualized, progressive health care.

Jason Miller DVM
& Associates

Complete Medical, Surgical & Dental Services
Preventative Medicine • Puppy & Kitten Packages
Spay & Neuter • Vaccinations • Boarding & House Calls

www.SoquelCreekAnimalHospital.com
2505 S. Main Street • Soquel, California 95073 • info@SoquelCreekAnimalHospital.com
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Nagging pain? Sciatica? Aching Joints? Try Rolﬁng®
Structural Integration

• Life Changing Results
• Sensible Soft Tissue
Manipulation
• Align Naturally and
Become Pain Free
• Prevent Tension, Injury,
and Surgery

831-648-1635
Sibylle Bautz, Cert Rolfer®, PT, CMT
20 years manual therapy experience
620 Lighthouse Ave., Paciﬁc Grove

"A body in balance is a body at ease."
bring your dog - they need it too

Maria Larsen, born and raised in
Paciﬁc Grove, writes her riveting
memoirs, “When it Reigns, It Pours,”
about the dogs she rescued off the
streets of San Diego while working as
a police ofﬁcer.
This is a must read if you love dogs!
Get your copy with color photos at
Amazon.com for $9.99.
While shopping be sure to check out
Maria’s new ﬁction thriller “The Grey
Matter” which sells for $8.99.
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What’s everyone looking at?

168 Central Ave Pacific Grove 521-8347

Carmel Valley Doggie
Bed & Breakfast
“All Dogs Treated
Like Family”
Gwenn Urgo - Proprietor
(831) 659-1807

34851 Sky Ranch Estates, Carmel Valley
Member: Pet Sitter's International • Insured
If I can
help you
Susie buy or sell
ey your home,
da Wils

by Lin
Photos

can you
help me
ﬁnd these
pets a
great new
home? www.animalfriendsrescAndy
ue.org

Connie Wolzinger
REAL ESTATE AGENT
Coldwell Banker DRE#: 01279899

831-224-0883

MONTEREYCARE@YAHOO.COM
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If you go on vacation
your dog should too!
8 Reasons Why Your Dog
Would Love CV Doggy B&B
• Ten Acres of Fenced
Romping Grounds
• A Pond for Splashing Around
• Lots of Dogs to Play With
• We take puppies too!
• Great References
• Reasonable Rates
• On-going Training
• Gwenn LOVES Dogs
HOLISTIC VETERINARY SERVICES

Canine
Conditioning
Center
FOR THE COMPANION DOG
Aquatherapy
Treadmill
Laser Therapy
Massage
Electrical
Muscle
Stimulation
Neuromuscular
Re-Education

Becky Lewis, RVT

CERTIFIED CANINE
REHABILITATION PRACTITIONER

23 Years Experience

831-262-4123

Lynda J. Wells DVM, CVA
831-469-5087
acupuncture
herbs
body work
www.animalmagic.us

The Final Word

General care I

Specialty care I

Emergency care

PERSONAL CARE
3 COMPREHENSIVE VETERINARY SERVICES UNDER 1 ROOF

SCVH_2/9 ad_April 1.indd 1

3/30/09 11:11:04 PM

Dr. Evelyn Sharp, DVM

get the word out!

ACE AN AD
01-4253 TO PL
ICE
CALL 831-6PE
T FRIENDLY SERV

Personalized In-Home Veterinary Care
for Cats & Dogs
Wellness Memberships

House Calls

831.621.7444
mypersonalvet.com

Acupuncture

ABOUT YOUR
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Animal Behavior and Counseling
Quality training for you and your pet.
•
Puppy classes 10-20 weeks
•
Adult class 5 months and older
•
Basic and beyond – drop-in
•
Problem solving
•
Fun-gility
•
Tracking
•
Pet first aid classes
•
CGC workshops and tests

Check our website for more information

www.fromtheheart.info
or Call 783-0818

ATTENTION

AUTOMOBILE & ANIMAL ENTHUSIASTS
Situated in the sunbelt on three gorgeous
acres with breathtaking views of Steinbeck’s
Pastures of Heaven. Property features a
3 stall barn, 3 pastures suitable for
horses or other 4H animals, and a
5000 gallon water reclamation system.
2780 SF of fine country living in move-in
condition. Convenient to all attractions
of the Monterey Peninsula and Salinas.
A great home for animal lovers or car
enthusiasts! Property is completely
fenced and private. Reduced to $949,000

Call George East
831-241-8666
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A service of From the Heart Dog Training

• Indoor facility
• Fully supervised play times
• Matted flooring
• Pet first aid trained staff
• Weekly rates
• Multiple day rates
When you can’t care for your friend
during the day, let us.
Visit www.fromtheheart.info
or call 783-0818

The Final Word

Barking Her Way
To The Top
A Collie Pursues a Career
in the Civil Service
A Novel by
HOWARD ROWLAND

Work of humorous fiction, by former
DLI language instructor, features
super-intelligent female Collie that
understands both Russian and English,
gets hired by military language institute
in California as a Russian teacher.
Then she gets promoted through the
system, ends up “top dog,” in charge of
the institute, and proceeds to carry out
“canine-friendly” changes.

GOT MANNERS?
A positive, holistic approach to your
dog’s training and well being.

• Private in-home sessions
• Puppy and good manners classes 		
at the Raw Connection*
• Small classes for more individual 		
attention

The two underlying themes in the book
are a satirical view of the Civil Service
and military, and the relationship and
communication between humans and dogs.

$10 A COPY

FREE DELIVERY ON MONTEREY PENINSULA
($3 POSTAGE IF MAILED)

Burleigh, CPDT • 626-1774
Divine K9 Andee
Divinek9dogtraining.com

hdrowland@earthlink.net
831-375-4477

DOG TRAINING

Mary Kay Brewster M.D.

*26549 Carmel Rancho Blvd • Carmel

NOW
ACCEPTING
PATIENTS
FOR
PRENATAL
CARE

three pet therapists on site

172 El Dorado Street • Monterey • 831.649.0111 • MEMBER ABOG
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MayMay says "If you don't take care
of yourself who is going to take us for
a walk?
My owner, Dr. Brian Rector, thinks you
should take as good care of yourself as
you do your pets!"

Dr. Brian Rector, DC
775 Kimball Ave., Seaside
831-899-5900
www.rectorcreatingwellness.com

www.parkviewvet.net
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Al l T hi ngs Ani mal
Dog Training

Shaunna Mullins
(831) 430-6683

Bingo! Dog Training & Boarding School
...where the Dogs & the People WiN

Dog Walking
Pet Photography

Group classes covering:
Obedience - Tricks - Agility
Offered in Santa Cruz & Watsonville

20
Years
Experience

Private Lessons in Your Home
Boarding School in My Home

w w w. 4 a l l t h i n gs a n i m a l . c om

(831) 768-9308

Cynthia Edgerly, Owner
Tyche Edgerly, Da Tricksta

San Miguel Canyon Rd., Watsonville, Ca
www.bingodogtraining.com

Pam Jackson
Dog Training
30+ years Experience
Training over 9,000 Dogs

Sandy Benzor
Canine Training
Specialist

Strengthening the
Human-Canine Bond

TR

Loving and respectful
training WITHOUT treats.
Guaranteed Results

831-679-2560

www.pamjacksondogtraining.com
www.pamjacksondogtraining.com

www.pawzitivelyk9.com
831-262-Wolves (9658)

AININ G, LLC

Dogwood Ranch Pet Resort
Dog Park, Healthy Boarding (Cats, too!)
831-663-DOGS (3647) • www.dogwoodranch.com
10385 Reese Cir., Prunedale (15 miles East of Monterey)
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Demonstrating
Responsible
Dog Ownership
Since 1967

Paws n’ Claws Pet Sitting
In the Comfort of YOUR Own Home
pet sitting / dog walking / overnight
Darla Smith 831-235-1158

Y EA R R OU N D CLAS SES

www.pawsnclawspet.net

www.montereybaydog.org
831-476-4854

ALAN JOHN UNGER

Obedience • Agility • Rally • Conformation

THE RENOVATOR
fencing • dog runs
doggy doors • cat enclosures

Anything you need for your pampered pooch

Dogs Can Sign, Too.

Give a Homeless Pet
a New “Leash” on Life
PHOTOS BY LINDA WILSEY

companion and working dogs
discount for deaf, blind, and service dogs

group classes and private lessons
(Pet Food Express, Colliers, etc.)

Animal Educator, Trainer
Biologist, Author:
Dogs Can Sign, Too.
instructor at e-trainingfordogs.com
sean@animalsign.org

www.animalsign.org

831 663 3010
38

831-642-9659 831-406-0387

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
LIC #B655220

Hearts & Tails

COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION
THROUGH 2-WAY SIGNING

Sean Senechal

additions, remodels, repairs
windows, decks and more!

Double your chance of finding love by
visiting two animal shelters on one street!

Pet Loss Support Group in Carmel
Your feelings
deserve to be
heard and
healed.

Salinas Animal Services

144 Hitchcock Rd • 831-758-7285
www.ci.salinas.ca.us • Tues–Sat 12–5PM

Monterey County Animal Services

160 Hitchcock Rd • 831-769-8850 • M–Sat 12–5:30PM
www.co.monterey.ca.us/health/animalservices

831.625.2626 u Debra Keller, MA, MFTI

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Canine Covers are
the ultimate seat
protectors for people
who travel with
dogs and want to
maintain the interior
appearance of their
car or SUV or pickup.
Canine Covers offers
both custom and
universal-type seat
protectors, cargo
area protectors and a
plush, easy-to-clean
dog bed, for home
use or travel.

Back Seat Dog Bed features bolsters
on three sides & protection for your
seatback.Shown
with optional pet
restraint & anchor
strap.

1-866-K9COVER(592-6837)
For these and all of our quality canine products visit:

caninecovers.com
STOP POISONING YOUR PETS

ORGANIC & NO

N-TOXIC

SAFE FOR
PETS & PEOPLE

Indoor/Outdoor
Flea•Tick•Pest
Products
CedarOilCentral.com
K. Shagalow, RN
J. Kay, RN, BSN, HNB-BC
650-580-4896

WHY
CARRY
AA
WHY
CARRY
SMELLY
BAG
OF POO?
SMELLY
BAG
POO?
When
your leash
can OF
do it for
you!
When your leash can do it for you!

HANDS FREE
HANDSCARRIER
FREE
WASTE
WASTE CARRIER
WWW.PORTAPOO.COM
WWW.PORTAPOO.COM
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